In this paper, an optimization model with geometric objective function is presented. Geometric programming is widely used; many objective functions in optimization problems can be analyzed by geometric programming. We often encounter these in resource allocation and structure optimization and technology management, etc. On the other hand, fuzzy relation equalities and inequalities are also used in many areas. We here present a geometric programming model with a monomial objective function subject to the fuzzy relation inequality constraints with an arbitrary function. The feasible solution set is determined and compared with some common results in the literature. A necessary and sufficient condition and three other necessary conditions are presented to conceptualize the feasibility of the problem. In general a lower bound is always attainable for the optimal objective value by removing the components having no effect on the solution process. By separating problem to non-decreasing and non-increasing function to prove the optimal solution, we simplify operations to accelerate the resolution of the problem.
Introduction
Fuzzy set theory was first introduced in 1965 by Zadeh [1] . The operations proposed by him are specified as the membership function of intersection and union of two fuzzy sets, and that of complement of the normalized fuzzy set. Since the resolution of fuzzy relation equations was proposed by Sanchez [2] , many researchers have studied different fuzzy relational equations (FREs) and fuzzy relational inequalities (FRIs) and their connected problems in both theoretical and applied areas, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Generally, FRE and FRI have a number of properties that make them suitable for formulating the uncertain information upon which many applied concepts are usually based. FRE theory has been applied different fields including fuzzy decision making [17] fuzzy control [18] , fuzzy modeling [19] , medical diagnosis [20, 21] , fuzzy analysis, compression , , , , ,
The characteristics of the set of feasible solution
We explain the basic definitions and concepts used during the paper. 
In addition we use the following notations throughout the paper. 
Also we can rewrite in the forms:
. We describe feasibility of sets
by giving a necessary and sufficient condition in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. 
Suppose a fixed
, ,
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Proof. In part (a) we suppose for each
For part (b) by considering Lemma 2.2. and Definition 2.4. the proof is easily obtained.
Corollary 2.1.

We consider
 is an operator with closed solution. Then: 
By lemma 2.3. and Corollary 2.2. we reach to another feasible necessary condition for problem (1.1).
Corollary 2.2.
. 
Simplification and Resolution of the solution set
In this section, we find the bounds of the feasible solution set for problem (1.1) by theorem 3.1. 
Suppose  is an operator with convex solutions, then: 
Now, we product the modified matrices 
,
By attention to the definition of the matrices and then we have 
Numerical example
We want to solve an example with max-product composition. Consider the problem below:
       
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the monomial geometric programming problem with fuzzy relational inequality constraints defined by an arbitrary operator. Since the difficulty of this problem is finding the minimal solutions optimizing the same problem with the positive powers objective function, we presented an algorithm together with some simplification operations to accelerate the problem resolution. At last, we gave a numerical example to illustrate the proposed algorithm.
